
 
120 E Corporate PL #20  

Chandler, AZ 85225 
Please call us at 800-613-0996 

 

 

 

 

                                    100% RUBBER / CORK 

                      ------------------------------------------------------------- 
SHORE HARDNESS              ASTM D-2240              60  + / - 5 
DENSITY               ASTM D-792              80 lbs. cu. ft. 
ELONGATION               ASTM D-412              300%    
TENSILE               ASTM D-412              200 psi 
TABER ABRASION              ASTM D-3884              2.34                                                                    
FLAME SPREAD               ASTM E-84                            65                                    
SMOKE DENSITY              ASTM E-84              < 450 
COMPRESSION SET                            ASTM D-395              9.7%                                                    
VOC EMISSIONS              ASTM D-5116                           0 .5mg/m²    or less                                        
RESISTANCE TO CHEMICALS                   ASTM F-925-02                                No Change 
STATIC LOAD LIMIT                                    ASTM F-970                                     -0.001in.  
ELECTROSTATIC PROPENSITY                AATCC 134-1996               Neg 0.6 KV  
CRITICAL RADIANT FLUX                          ASTM E-648                                     0.52 watts/sq. cm. 
 
 
 
Granulate: 1-3 mm EPDM 
Binder:                Urethane                                                                                                                              
Warranty:  One year by Manufacturer Materials only.  Liability is limited to replacement of product          
                to original consumer. 
                                                            

 
Adhesive: Urethane base recommended 
Line Paint: Suitable for interior or exterior synthetic rubber. 
Storage: Rolls on side, minimum 55 degrees Fahrenheit, less than 50 % humidity. 
 
Sub-flooring:  Should not vary more than 1/8” in ten ft. 
New Concrete/Asphalt: 30 days cure prior to installation of rubber. 
Maintenance:                Under normal usage light mopping; common detergents if needed.   
 
STANDARD ROLL: 4ft  WIDE BY PREDETERMINED 
 
SHIPMENT:  F.O.B.  Factory 
  
 
Physical properties can vary by product type; above information applies. 
 
Every effort is made in the manufacture of the prefabricated matting for size, color and density consistency 
within a given lot #, slight variations can occur from lot # to lot #. 

 
NOTE:  Orders with more than 1 Roll will be marked with a letter starting with “A” thru whatever letter corresponds 

with the number of rolls ordered.  (Exp: If there are 3 rolls ordered then the rolls will be marked A, B, C.)  
This is to insure that the rolls are laid out correctly at the time of installation.  “A” and “B” should be laid against 
each other, as should “B” against “C”, so on and so forth.  Improper installation could result in gaps in the seams of 
the material.  
 
Note: Skive / Knife marks on product is an inherent characteristic of using re-cycled rubber and will not 
be viewed as an appropriate reason for rejecting the final finished product.  Due to manufacturing 
process and nature of re-cycled  rubber, some surface variations (color distribution or shadowing) may 
exist. 


